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to see everywhere, but the fact remains that the English are still there and 
still strong there! The author is a skillful word painter and visited almost 
every corner of the republic. He relates the stories of innumerable immi- 
grants in many provinces, some failing to make good and many thriving. It 
is very vivid, as for instance the banquet of the 300 one-time French peasants 
of Piguet to commemorate the twenty-fifth anniversary of their colony at thirty- 
five francs a plate! A thousand useful pages. MARK JEFFERSON. 

AFRICA 

The Conquest of the Desert. By William MacDonald. xii and 197 pp. 
Ills. T. Werner Laurie, Ltd., London, 1913. 7s. 6d. 81/2 x5?_. 

The author tells of the progress now making in the Cape of Good Hope and 
the Transvaal in reclaiming desert lands for tillage by means of dry farming 
and irrigation. One of his sketch maps shows considerable advance of settlers 
into the southwestern, south and southeastern parts of the Kalahari Desert due 
in part to irrigation possibilities offered by the Orange River and to dry 
farming. The author is enthusiastic over the prospects of developing even 
the most unattractive parts of the Union of South Africa by means of dry 
farming and afforestation. The Kalahari he says belongs to the dry farmer. 
The book is full of data concerning the development of the drier portions of 
the British territory. His long official association with the work he is pro- 
moting gives Mr. MacDonald unusual authority to speak on this topic. 

Pemba, the Spice Island of Zanzibar. By J. E. E. Craster. 358 pp. 
Map, ills., index. T. Fisher Unwin, London, 1913. 12s. 6d. 9 x 6. 

Zanzibar and the neighboring island Pemba supply seven-eighths of the 
world 's crop of cloves and the Pemba crop is about three times as large as 
that of Zanzibar. It is surprising that so little has been known of the island 
that supplies most of the clove crop. Captain Craster was assigned by the 
Ordnance Survey to make a topographic survey of the island for the Zanzibar 
government. It was not an easy task, for Pemba (area, 300 sq. miles) lies 
low and is well wooded, conditions that emphasize the difficulties of a topo- 
graphic survey. 

The work began in May, 1911, and was completed in February, 1912. AL 
sketch map shows the contours of the tortuous and deeply indented coast and 
the distribution of cloves, bush and mangrove. The book gives much informa- 
tion about the inhabitants, their condition and occupations. The clove crop 
varies greatly from year to year. In good seasons the clove pickers often let 
their other crops go to ruin in order that they may gather the whole of the 
more valuable clove harvest. The book contains a great deal of information 
someWhat diffusely and unsystematically presented after the manner of popu- 
lar books. But it is our best source of reference for a renowned and import- 
ant island. 

Ostafrikanische Landwirtschaft. Reiseschilderungen von C. Hanisch, 
J. Schmidt und G. von Wallenberg Pachaly. 164 pp. Map, ills. Arbeitenr 
der Deutschen Landwirtschafts-Gesell., No. 230. Berlin, 1912. 91/2 x 61/2. 

The three authors of this book describe their impressions of a visit ta 
German East Africa under the auspices of the German Agricultural Society. 
Hanisch gives a diary of the trip, v. Wallenberg Pachaly records his hunting 
adventures, and Schmidt contributes a topical review of the most important 
tropical cultures of the colony. Cotton,-mostly the Egyptian varieties, up- 
land, and Caravonica,-.is grown in increasing quantities, but its culture can- 
not be said to have passed the experimental stage because neither the climate 
nor the soils of the country are as yet well enough known to allow the drawing 
of general conclusions from individual results or failures. Rubber has so far 
proved a paying investment. It is to be seen, however, whether it will be 
able to stand the competition of the East Asiatic product, which may be ex- 
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pected to arise within a few years. Hemp is the most encouraging culture; it 
is not particular about soils and can stand even long periods of drought. 
Coffee, most of which is grown in Usambara, was at first disappointing be- 
cause the managers of the plantations who had been brought mostly from 
Java, Ceylon, and Brazil, introduced the methods of culture in vogue in their 
own countries regardless of the climatic differences between those countries 
and East Africa. After this mistake had been recognized, the production in- 
creased steadily in quantity and quality; especially the volcanic soils at the 
foot of Kilimanjaro and Meru (province of Moschi) are now producing an 
excellent coffee. Of the other products, copra and rice promise good returns 
in not too remote a future, while tobacco does not, except in the Kilimanjaro 
region. The most important cultures of the natives are millet, Indian corn, 
sweet potatoes, peanuts, and bananas. 

The map illustrating the distribution of the tsetse fly deserves especial 
mention. The pictures contain many characteristic views of the landscape 
and vegetation. M. K. GENTHE. 

Das neue Kongogebiet (Kamerua, Deutschkongo). Von F. Berthold 
Kruger. 65 pp. Ernst Marre's Verlag, Leipzig, [no date]. 9? x 6. 

Although this is the merest tract, its pages contain a very satisfactory 
amount of invaluable information concerning the Kamerun. Introducing his 
theme with a brief narrative of its discovery history the author presents, in 
the immediately following pages, a concise record of the land and its people 
so far as they condition the activities of new settlers. His chief end is to 
supply helpful hints which may prevent thoughtless adventurers from seeking 
to help failing fortunes by breaking new ground in the colony and which may 
equally serve to assist those who, after due consideration of all the argu- 
ments, decide to establish themselves in this new land of Germany. It is a 
very practical piece of writing and therefore of great value. 

WILLIAM CHURCHILL. 

Les Lois et I'Administration de la Rhodesia. Par Henri Rolin. xlvii 
and 532 pp. Maps, index. E. Bruylant, Brussels, 1913. Fr. 12. 
1Ox 62. 

The first two chapters contain a short biography and appreciation of Cecil 
Rhodes, and a brief history of the origin and development of the British South 
Africa Company. It was established in Mashonaland by usurpation of the 
power of the native king, and in Matabeleland by conquest. In North Rho- 
desia the authority of the company was based mostly on voluntary treaties 
with the natives, excepting only the Awemba and Angoni in northeast Rho- 
desia who had to be subjected by force. What distinguishes the British South 
Africa Company from similar chartered companies is that it has continued to 
exist and practically to govern and own the country long after its purpose of 
winning it for the British Empire had been fulfilled. In spite of the nominal 
"'power and jurisdiction" of Great Britain all the really important affairs of 
the country are transacted at the office of the company, especially in North 
Rhodesia with its 2,000 white inhabitants, against 23,000 in South Rhodesia. 
This has the great advantage of not having colonial questions settled by 
officials thousands of miles away, but its drawback is the combination of 
power and commercial interests which this singular government represents. 
The conflicts arising from this extraordinary situation are worth the study 
of the jurist as well as the political economist. In this book, the author 
discusses the political, judicial, and administrative organization of the coun- 
try, the financial situation, the race question, the problem of the ownership 
of the soil, the labor problem, the police system, the taxation and education 
of the natives, the claims of the white settlers, the mining possibilities. In 
spite of the great material progress which is recorded in these chapters, one 
cannot help asking whether, in the long run, a policy which tends to trans- 
form the mass of the natives from free owners of the soil into an industrial 
proletariat can have beneficial results for both the country and its inhabitants 
of either race. M. K. GENTHE. 
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